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ERS REUIRINGATTENTION BY THE COUNC

Agrarian Reform

Provide guidance regarding the proposal to hold a World Conference on Integrated Rural
Development (para. 97).

eference and Methods of Work

Amend as soon as possible the terms of reference of COAG to provide for a comprehensive
review of medium and longterm programmes, and for a review of the programme of work of
the Organization in the field of agriculture and its implementation (paras. 127 and 131).



1. The Scoo;ad S.:;cc%ou oC Olo Commitoe on Agriculture was held in Rome from 17 to 30pl 97i Tho 1-3Z,7C/n wa7; attc.&ed by 63 meberc, of thc Committee, by observers from 11
oLh(Jr IW 14,111[1 li;J,011F,,,p by 11,71 Pcrmaoon Observer for the Holy See, by representatives
of .6he ALlopecn Ecuoomic Coomnini.ty, tho United Nat5.ons and its Specialized Agencies, and
by obcorirors for 3 internaionF.,, orgelAitions, The list of participants is set out in

P to Oli.s RcriDrt,

Me A enda and Arran ,eiIli Session

Th

cicoordanen with Rulo T of itr Rulos of 'Procedure, on the recommendation of the
NomlnatwmJ Committ, tho Commit.tce elocted Dr. Abba. Kesseba (EgypL) as Chairman,
147:,s Ewa .E:s5oja-Tobjacz, (Poleu0 0:3 Fixe; Vice-Chairmen ana Mr. Bakdi Lusanandana
(Thtond) JuJ 1,71colid vic-nhairmg,

6, Tho Committe iwo...?d on )TrirDaue'f:ory statement by Dr. E.M. Ojala, Assistant Director
ihromiooui pc17! Volicy Djpartmeu, who welcomod members on behalf of the

Wr,07,--(,,:0Yal, of tho stotemen.t may be found in Appendix D to this

Reporte

Tribu, z del Castillo

C-:iìlt-te C73 os Perez del Castillo (Uruguay), the Second
o)7 111w3t- wno ha6 died in 1973.

chnich

6, Th tributo to Fx., 0;qo Fischnich, Assistant Director-General,

11Ato. f,pc.7:tv; (2':; and 'Je I.. thc, followinG rosolution:

IesoLcf ion

oischilj,oh2 Aalsistant Diroctor-General of the Agriculture
th(.; Omvuiza:Aou hi the Summer of 1974 after twelve years of

`'7 /1 't ,

contribution to the work of the Organization and in
-stablishment of the Committee and to the preparation

0.1 A7:uarl, as adopted is set ci in dix A. The list of documents is in
ApIDondi:°. C,

3. Tho Committou ppointod tho following members to the Nominations Committee: Canada,
aapL.np NoLherlands, Now Zoalmad Pal:istan and Senegal. The Nominations Committee
elcctoa 147,, 3,14, DZom-y (S,7aegel) as it2 ChairmacL

'Ph, Comm5J;i:ot, apoilltoa thc Collowing memberc to the Drafting Committee: Bangladesh,
Thilmack2 TP, 4211Ce? 0oi, -NOWrif,calzia Paloma end t;he United States of America. The
Draftlilg Gommi.ttee olocted Mr. B.S. Olonruntoba Nigeria as its Chairman.

7T, ion of Chairman and Vice-Chairmen

d Social i D



Re ettin deeply that for reasons of bad health he was not able -'Acipate personally

at the pre ent session,

Desires to convey to him its best wishes for an early and complete recovery,

y]xpresses its thanks for his dedication to tac work of 11. Organization and its
sincere aad best wishes for his future happiness and coor).?s2,

FOOD PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY AND ACHIEV.liNiT OF n

10. The Committee noted the low levels of food, np
ing in most of the developing oegions, where 4.0
extreme poverty, mostly in rural areas, dependent i
technological advances in agricultux had been pie
bypass the large majority of small ai'moi ond
of resources and lack of access to u

SUPOworseningsituation was a cause for aad co,
of this item on the agenda of the Commitee.

1/ COAG/74/3

9. The item was introduced by the Moderator of the Panel of Tntarnotional &Iperts
Dr. M.S. Swaminathan (Director General of the Lidien Counci.) üf Agricultural Rese,eh.
who was supplemented by other members of the Ponol wnnel,y Do, E Thorbecl, (Pro.r,:ssor of
Economics, Cornell University, USA), Dr. H.M.R. Ontii. (DiivoLor or the N:,g(ion
Institute of Social and Economic Research), and DP, i Plor.:,2 (Professor of Agrlcultural
Economics, National University of Mexico, Permanent .iopr:32.entat7(3 or Me::teo Lo FAO).
Their presentation was followed by a cUseussion by members oZ the (!ommittoe directing
their observations to the experience and thinking of their countries relating to the
issues raised both in the background document and thes) raud by the P0031 or E7:prrts.
The Committee expressed its appreciation of the contributions of the iqdividual members
of the Panel and the discussion they had helped te ,ng.lnder,

income and employment prevail-
sea7t of the population lived undcr

on agriculture. The recent
ems41 and localised and had t,:;nded to
oultural labourers, duo to theic
'Ytr: institutions and 20iTAC0:J,,TI

the reason for the inclus' ,1

The Committoe felt that the first oriority f07.7 dovuloomot was Lo provi.de sotisf)etory
food and nutrition for the 1-00..oest suctions oV Lho pcople: mid that i;his hoed eoold
be met by adapting technolo,sy optimally Li the gjvea sco)ogic,eL, structural nid
economic context Uhile stressing -Lhe nod fo2 odnees lu ¡boil produc-tion tr.ohnologrp
the Committee also recognicd that Lhe genction of demand Wlionffh a, widoy
distribution of employment and income w.as nocessaiy, Higher nutritionea INid=
access to productive resources and more pvoductiva tev,as of employment .,!cv the morc ;11eln
800 mill ion undorpriviledged 000plo involYed werc iwiiic1 ei priority goalo, Thcir
attainment would caqui-ce not only so ien'cific and tchnoloc:wol ;?.,d7ances bu'f.

effective translation into lacr(,:ased and mu2c effjci,,nt oroduction ulte jilid-
fication was a "prosperity 9.617anCe fof 11111,1 1),10-.400

This was underlined by the Comm. thE ecerfc
strategies, concentrating on 510222.nlizinrj -010 grot;.I. or ,+11, put Jet be,?:, to
eliminate poverty, unde nourishment h-ind voomplo,yment uMoh, .7in the Jnor6c,r.2cd
in most developing countries. Some of the -;:,,..chnelogi,,z cd,p2,V)o of
growth in food production under certain ciroumst.Ancos, 1)JAC:A::! ;A; pw in
many developing countries have sociai erL'ects contrary thoel

indiscriminate mechanization in6roduced in-Lo coaditAons of ,;lcovDo J ""d on,mDlod
labour could often aggravate the unemo)oyment E,110 meona prob:k ,Joor without
necessarily increasing production.
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13. The Committce 'zed that a toohnoloe tbee;: cou?.d. be adopted over a. very broad
base would peovide no t on3y the geotent bene;'it to he lergost number of farm
.:'amilios but, other han in the ire.,ev ebort teem, would also contrihute an increment Lo
oveoall production oomparab:le with that feom /eego ecale increases in output by a smaller
nrmtop of onterprises TL this way ,e217,' coefiiet hot-meen production ond sooial goals could
be minimieed, 'Moreover, the leettreel Lendence for the benej-ito of development to accrue
dispeoportionately te those alecec1z. poseessing tbo sr-eateet social and economic influence
had to be oonstently Ì1 o mind ii dosign and implomentation oZ* projects and pro-
grammees ec well ie the ostabliehment and reerareemeeL of supeorting institutions°

11e The Committe-
' to which afee in food produetion

teeheoloff would mee e the de would depend on the type co- technology
introduced eb_othor eapital or taleteeej.e.es whether capable of adoption in a small-
farm context Or reet and -11)ether f/J eould. be eelovted over the major ecological areas
coneereed, It world also depnnd o0 the level of Lechnoloey in relation to the structural,
institntonsa and social conditioee 5:1160 ehich it !lee sought to be introduced.

The echnolot. f.n thee Teeeduction of wheat, rice and maize had
given caeee _ e hop Thc-pL tO rrca ceeLet Jn wheat, they had, however, as yet failed to
achLevo srbeteltiel prodnotion aderenteges, never any nignificant share of the producers,
nor edept Lhemselves Lo the ecologieel, inettutional end social conditions that would
enable their weclest odoptiono SoMe mombers felt, however, that it was much too early to
attempt to foem ewer comprahenei.ve judgemont on the 1ITV oackage programmes, and that while
proper account shoe:LC be taken o? The interim leF:sons offered since their introduction, it
was important thet the probl'emE, enceunered should rot overshadow the substantial progress
made in many respeots°

The Committee recognieeed tbe need -Lo vidon the rango of improved technologies to cover
other crucial food crope such as millet, eorghum, pulses, oilseeds and roots and tubers,
all or which had been rolatively untonched by the now technological advances. Likewise,
there was need and ecopo for advances in Codder gresses, gran legumes and hardy leguminous
shrube w7Leh eould ereeatly increase livestock production, and expand the frontiers of food
prodnotee ino hitherto marginal laudo in dry areas Advances in deepwater rioe
varfietios would gTeatly increase ixeoduction in the rice bowls of Thailand and Bangladesh.
There wore also promises oj7' advances in aquaeoulture both in inland and coas tal
fishcviese Tbc Committoo rocognieed that food produotion technology could not afford to
stop at the feeemov'e fiold it leaded -Lo be oe:velndod beyond, into postharvest technology
and food ococessing, leedin,r,,; to hi,Q:her food and nuteeitionol levels Por rural families.
Moro attention should also be paid to development oC te,ohnologies and oolvices which would
obviate the present substantial loses due Lo unsatisfactory and inadequate handling and
storage of commodities.

Tilo Committee considered possiblo types vid levels of technology- which leould Lo most
appropr'iaiL Lii the conditions oC L1v develonine, eoentries today, having in mind the
attednmenL of the desired eooial hcolo, Basic:ell:es tiro types of technology were distin-
guished, nemely, a toehnoloo of "w,..ee production" (that adopted by the developed
industrialised countries in tormn f thoir factole endowmentn), and the technology of
"production by masseo" toehnoloee that micht bo most relevant -Lo many developing
countrios rTith scarcity ce,: nemources other th,eft laboure /In equally significant distinction
could be drawn between C.e. rent levole of technology, namely: (a) "traditionalus usually
bn-c'ivi mg labourintoe.sie, tochaieue;; with little meohenization and insignificant levels
QC oi,;aer inplatn; (b) "modem'', ueually Thvolving oapital tntensity, mechanizaLion and
leboox,.,,ae7ing techniques eNd (o) "intme,dia4o", using essentially labOurintensivo
tochniqueo ter;otheeg fl-7,11C, rnproved inputs complemeetary to labours accessible
and noreble by the major',;:g c),7 SW.11 Ailhouf;li no general reeommendation could be
made for di.fferent e000ties at diferolej: etae;oo of development and with different
resouroo avedlability, tire Commit.te 0.e-et in the situation of most developing
countree, the "iateTmede.ate" teelleoiec-nvolving modeet capital and equipment but
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considerable inputs of abundantly available labour, suited to local ec, ' ions,

involving less risk, and adoptable by iAlo numbv of f,COAC711'; OD 011,. tfod:Icsl,
possible base, offered the best means of incroae3ing the i,lcome of the evoultion and the
objective of increased food production.

18. Such a technological advance needed to be converted into a production e
involved, firstly, the transfer of more productive tc,chnoloLy th,F. 'Ca; me.co,

adoption of it would depend on many faetors, including ocologicalv
social, psychological, etc. A necessary corollafy we technological adoptati
ing in national and local research centres before dissemintioee As eeaiest
considered the relative advantage of poseible local developmnt o technolout
to local conditions. While no genel rcescription wa:3 pocuilee7 tho Gomml;
the need for any technology to be adap o the phyeicel and oIhee
and the social conditions of the counte:e adopting it.

19. Essential conditions for the adoption of such technologie were the o
adequate incentivo as well as psychological and economic soeuryty
introduction of the high risk technologies of HYV in the context of small
of unpredictable rainfall, for example, onnia be more euecessrol with %he
secure irrigation, security of tenure, conteol p.eets, e&quete c'ede',
for both inputs and outputs, as well as some typo of crop insuraace The
recommended that research and trials should oontfelue to eel: r).s1.-mkeimle1

which would. be appropriate to rural societies in differine ecologieJ e.,k4

'circumstances.

This
whose
institutionall
on and test-
this veas

moce suAod

ro , of
The

eueeovt 0C

rInnitiee alfx)
PL: p0):117i,ISQC

`Mei0-0011.1:491r)

The Committee recognized that where a technologic...0 adap:Jel,on to c6e; the teuotural
or institutional conditions of mall farms was not possible, lt migh be
possible to adapt the institutions or etructuro lo onit the tecluioloce;, 13,, this maeu;
would be possible to exploit the economies of scale of c,13, pereieulae toohnology and mcke
it available to most farmers, as in the case of group farming ).1 Jan, thuo beinginLe
about greater advances through he proposed packe.go oi7 technologies. :)ther mombera
stressed the possibility of cooperative organizational areangemonts 2ov scru'ioes
(irrigation and pest control) or for enabling small farmor3 to enjoy 'i;l1P produot'kvily
benefits of more large-scale capital-intensive technology (q,rar.tOTS, pUhp SAW: ,AC,),

The Committee laid special emphasis on the need for an efectiee oeteesion system -
effective in terne of numbers, rapport with the rural population F.'111 eeropriate training -
for the dissemination of the new technology. IL. ,IrTi3 agreed that orthodox extension o:ystems
with small numbers of highly trained staff had not been suceest7u1 ea developug coueteieo
with their numerous scattered small farms aud illiterate populaionsv and eoceolej developed
transport networks. A more effective approach might be to train laecfe oedfc cf compaea-
tively low level technicians, such as local faxm loadora, mora ic.cjuaAnlol ei.th village
conditions, for transmission of the new toohnelogles The Committee ,o()(;a.sc.,13, i;11(, major

role played by women both in aotual food eroductioa es well ;,,e 'oot-hcee,f'ect peooeseing
and family nutrition. Their training wa2 ae equally impoetent eedl ,r ageicultve.al
extension. Extension systemo would need 'L'o be redesigned to mAet thjel need. The
Committee agreed that more attention should he paid to tho deve(opm,,et of ru5:al
tions systems as an ad,]unct and support 'Lo agricultuval hedio-uel end
other aids should be utilized for this pnepooe. IlLvd en ' «'c heie, MAO could OPy 0
useful role of technical assistenee. The Commiteo f),t the
more cost-effective methods of extension jd? the 1A).vc!.,7,T6a1;"; ic
results and to introduce improvements learned eleeq4eie,, Leo Cemuji;),.,1
extension system could not hopo to succeed e=,op'u in ti)c, con ;o,, ee e yw;5i,
and public policies relating to credil, pricince maakel.ieee ieup0e: r9,e, toecte,iel
security, which would provide the means for their Aoption
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The Committee was unanimous on the need for original,research and local adaptive
research and trials to be linked to extension, since it was recognized that much of the
new technology could be location or farming system specific. The importance of a network
of research stations at national and subnational levels, preferably specializing in
problems of different ecological zones, was therefore stressed, preferably linked to pilot
projects, as in the case of dryfarming research stations and pilot projects in India.

Whether the technological and production advances would in fact result in the
"prosperity advance" desired would depend on the wsy in which they were put to use which
in turn was determined by governments' development strategies. The Committee considered
different types of agricultural development strategy but agreed that in the conditions of
most developing countries, a strategy which grew on a more or less uniform but broad base
would enable not only a rapid increase in production but also enable the largest number of
farmers to partake of the production benefits. It was agreed, however, that in certain
countries where a modern sector existed alongside a traditional sector, the development
strategy might have to envisage the temporary continuance of this dual type of structure,
until more uniform progress could be achieved, while still other strategies may be better
suited to other situations.

On the other hand, considering the precarious nature of the food and income situation
in many countries, some members advocated that any technology that was available for the
expansion of output should be adópted immediately. The Committee agreed that emphasis
should be given to areas of distress and whatever technology that could provide surest
relief for those areas should be utilized. Prematuro assessments, often incomplete, of
the social consequences of improved technologies should not be a substitute for joint
action by agricultural and social scientists and programme administrators to promote them
as widely and speedily as possible. This did not preclude, however, a search and
adaptation of teohnologies for growth on as wide a base as possible, taking account of
the need to optimize economic and social benefits.

Possible conflicts between ,food production technology and social goals could be
resolved within an appropriate framework of institutions and development strategy. The
Committee stressed the importance of basic planning at village level with the participa-
tion of local farmers in the planning process to the extent possible. However, it
recognized the need to coordinate this planning with planning from the top at national
level. A suggestion was made that member countries should consider whether National FAO
Committees could be strengthened and given terms of reference to play an active role in
this planning. The Committee drew attention to the key role that agricultural scientists
had to play in such planning, which had to be interdisciplinary if it were to be effec-
tive.

The Committee recognized on the other hand, the international-dependence of many
issues of technological development. For example, the development of agriculture in the
river basins of Africa needed regional cooperation as well as international assistance.
There was the need for a similar approach in conducting a survey of the water resources
available in the world as a basis for their rational and more efficient Utilization. The

Committee w:.; of the view that developed countries should ,consider the development of
technologies which were not competitive to and destruotive of the raw material markets of
the developing countries. The Committee noted that the food, energy and fertilizer crises
had shown the need'for countries to view problems in a global perspectivo. There was a
greater need for international' harmonization of develepmentuand international agricultural
adjustment, including technological adjustment, to ensure markets for natural,products.

The conflict between production technology and social goals was not confined to the
developing countries alone. The developed countries should therefore 'search for tech-
nologies whioh were less wasteful but whose adoption would not necessarily lead to any
diminution in their standard Of living. The Committee recognized that the world's
resources were finito and that mankind's present predicaMent called for global Planning
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for survival. The Committee a,o;reed that international cooperative action was required to
bring about this global adjustment, with major emphasis on accelerating food production in
developing countries.

The Committee recognized that most developing countries did not have either the tech-
nical resources for the required technological transfer or the financial resources for
their adoption (e.g. for credit, training of extension staff, etc.). The Committee there-
fore emphasized the need for continuing and increasing international technical and
financial assistance to the developing countries with a view to bringing about the tech-
nological advances required for the achievement of the production and social goals
required.

Guidelines for National Policies

The Committee agreed that a number of conclusions had emerged from its debate which
might be taken into account as gvidelines in framing national policies. In this
connection, the Committee stressed the need for more focus on the problems of increasing
agricultural production in the developing countries, and the need to attack it on a global
basis. Any fundamental solution to these problems would require substantial increases in
financial and other resources, which would have to be mobilized by vigorous national and
international action to generate development.

Adequate resource surveys had to be done (in regard to soil and land capability,
farming systems, irrigation possibilities, etc.) as a basis for technological advances on
a broad basis.

For the same purpose, it would also be necessary to increase the research efforts,
both in regard to the number and type of crops and livestock, as well as in regard to the
various ecological zones, to be covered.

k strengthening.of national agricultural research capabilities and research institu-
tions in different ecological zones was required, with a greater socioeconomic
orientation to such research.

For the technological advances to become production advances, they should suit the
resource availabilitY and institutional framework into which they would be introduced.
Alternatively, the institutional and organizational structure would have to be developed
or adapted to suit the technology.

The attainment of the greatest production advances compatible with the given social
goals, including employment and more equitable income distribution, might best be obtained
by the adoption of an intermediate technology on as broad a production base as possible.

Such an approach to technological innovation and adoption (to serve both the produc-
tion and distributive goals envisaged), would require an overall agricultural development
strategy involving the pricing of factors, inputs, etc. The framing of such a strategy
would benefit from action oriented socioeconomic research, sector analysis and agricul-
tural development planning.

In order to frame an adequate food and nutrition policy, nutritional surveys of the
food intake of the poorer segments of the population were required, while research and
studies to find the quickest, and cheapest ways to provide an adequate diet for the large
mass of undernourished in the rural areas were also necessary.

Agricultural extension efforts had to be greatly expanded to train much larger
numbers of staff at levels which best ensured a widespread and effective contact between
farmers and theextension system, with new motivation and new skills. Efforts should be
made to expand and raise the level of education of farmers to make them better prepared
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for the acceptance and implementation of technical innovations. Special efforts should
also be made to reach rural women, with adequate training programmes to cater to their
needs, while new rural communications systems should be introduced which provide for a
two-way flow of information.

The supporting institutions and package of services necessary for the adoption of a
new technology should be provided along with the technology and'extension advice.

At the international level, governments would need to work closer together to find
more satisfactory solutions to the global issues of the food, resource, energy and ferti-
lizer crises.

Im lications for FAO Programmes

While emphasizing that it was the responsibility of governments to determine the
balance of agricultural development policy as between production of food and non-food
crops, export earnings and the social advancement of rural people, and to orient technolo-
gical progress and research accordingly, the Committee recognized that national efforts
needed continued support and assistance from FAO.

Although a large amount of FAO's work was relevant in this connection, the Committee
considered that the following lines of work of the Organization would be particularly
important in the medium and long term, for effective support of the active policies of
member governments to deal with rural poverty.

A icultural ex ension and trainincluding stimulating research to widen the
range of means for speeding up and broadening the communication of knowledge to the farm-
ing community, and promoting their adoption, including the feed-back of information and
response from the farmers.

Agricultural planning assistance, including country perspective studies, technical
agricultural studies, agricultural sector analysis, project analysis and planning assis-
tance in the field, with greater involvement of agricultural scientists, particularly
biologists, together with economists and sociologists, and with particular attention to
promoting a better understanding of the consequences of alternative strategies, technolo-
gies and production patterns on employment, nutrition, income distribution and other goals
of member governments concerned.

(c)vesd1Resourcesuranandcabilitstudies, including water resource surveys and
detailed soil surveys for the accurate assessment and evaluation of the physical resource
base for improved land and water use in the various developing regions of the world,
combined with socio-economic data and more systematic information to assess the poten-
tialities and problems of the main farming system's, in order to plan more effectively and
realistically for increased productivity and social advancement.

Agricultural research, including the promotion of the coordination of national
research institutions as regards activities in priority areas for rural development, and
the orientation of national and international research towards sociaeconomic as well as
productivity and output objectives.

Food and nutrition policies, including assistance to individual countries, on
request, to develop national food and nutrition policies, in conformity with decisions
already taken by the Conferenoe and Council, taking into account the food and nutrition
problems and potentialities of small farmers and the subsistence sector.

(0 Integrated rural development, as a comprehensive framework for countryside develop-

ment, within which measures for improving agricultural technologies can be supplemented

by the necessary supporting measures of social and economic institutions, infrastructure
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and services and, in association with other agencies, nonagrioultural developments as

necessary.

In the course of its discussion under this agenda item, the Committee noted that there
was no provision in the FAO Programme of Work and Budget for the Organization to render
urgent shortterm technical assistance directly to member governments in response to emer-
gency requests. Some members pointed out that a number of other agencies in the UN family
had limited provision for such assistance under their regular programmes, and considered
that member governments conld.more easily obtain FAO's advice in urgent cases if the
Organization also had a regular allocation for this purpose.

PROVING PRODUCTIVITY IN LOW IiAINFALL AREAS 2/

This item was placed on the agenda following discussions at the Sixteenth Session of
the Conference, and at the First Session of COAG, regarding the general problem of how to
improve produetivity in less favourable environments. The Committee at its First Session
had recommended that FAO, in undertaking a more systematic study of the problem, should
initially concentrate its efforts on the low rainfall areas.

The Committee noted that low rainfall areas of the world suffered from unreliable,
illdistributed and insufficient rainfall which, together with a number cf other
restrictive features of a common or locally specific nature, retarded their socio-
economic development. Consequently, the ultimate goal of developing the low rainfall
areas was to improve the wellbeing of the people inhabiting them, which in general could
be achieved mainly by improving agricultural productivity. However, in those areas already
reaching saturation in terms of their ecological carrying capacity, special efforts were
needed to reduce the dependency upon agriculture as a primary source of livelihood. To

the extent that alternative opportunities for employment within these areas could not be
provided, migration to more favourable areas would Le inevitable.

The Committee took note of the background document which had been prepared to assist
its deliberations. The document assessed the global significance of low rainfall areas
in terms of land use, productivity and population. It presented quantitative measures of
the level of socioeconomic development in these areas and compared them with other
developing and developed,areas of the world. .It identified.the main produotion and socio-
economic problems of low rainfall areas and presented general, as well as specific,
measures for overcoming them and for developing the affected areas. Two case studies had
also been conducted, one for India and one for Kenya. These were presented as Appendix I
and Appendix II to the document.

There was general agreement with the,content of the document, and many members
supported the recommendations made therein. Numerous useful comments were made regarding
various technical aspects of the problem and the proposed measures, for the guidance of
FAO in its future work on this subject.

The Committee took note of the scope and definition of low rainfall areas as given in
the document. Some members pointed out that the definition did not cover all world areas
which had problems related to erratic rainfall. In this connection, the Committee noted
that the Regional Office for Asia and the Far East had included in its programme of work
the improvement of productivity in rainfed agriculture in that region. Three regional
Travelling Seminars would be held on this subject in 1974, followed by a regional work-
shop on the same subject in early 1975.

1/ COAG/74/4 Rev. '



33. The Committee aoted that the cl asification of low rainfall countries in the wor ing
paper was based on two criteria: the proportion of low rainfall area to total area, and the
proportion of irrigated area to total area in a low rainfall country. Various members
suggested that for future studies the classification might be improved by taking into
account several additional criteria, including proximity of the area to humid or subhumid
areas; its distance from sea coast; the nature of its vegetation; the presence of periodic
droughts; population density, the total area; as well as the country's stage of develop-
ment.

390 The Committee agEeed that there was a large disparity between the standard of living
and the levele of income of populations in the low rainfall areas end those in agricul-
turally more favourable regions. The Committee stressed the need for increased Government
expenditure as a means of financing development in these areas, and ajgreed that it would
be very difficult ta attract private investment to low rainfall areas unless Governments
played the leading role.

40. It was noted by the Committee that the most important constraint to increased produc-
tivity in low rainfall areas was water not only ito scarcity but its variaLle quality
and location with respect to good quality land. Some members regretted that the document
did not more adequately reflect the need for developing water resources, particularly for
better water collecting, coneervation and irrigation practioes. While agreeing that low
rainfall areas relied primarily upon the improvement of rainfed crop and livestock
agriculture, the Committee felt there remained much to be done to further locate, develop
and better utilize the water resouroes in these areas, as well as to tackle the special
problems of irrigated lo: rainfall areas. In this connection, the Committee noted that,
subject to the availability of resources, FAO was planning a study to define the irrigated
and irrigable areas of the world; to determine the potential supplies of surface and
ground water resources; and to prepare estimates of the world requirement for water.
However, while accepting the need for optimum development of available water resources it

was emphasized at the same time that to focus attention upon other means of increasing
productivity in these areas was both timely and appropriate.

41, The Committee fully endorsed the need for adaptive research with the aim of raising
productivity in low rainfall areas, and urged FAO to continue ito efforts to have more
emphasie placed on the evolution of higher yielding crop varieties specifically adapted to
these areas. The Committee considered that the establishment of seed banks were of great
importance for initiation of activity in low rainfall areas, and it stressed that the

ing up of seed reserve stocks would be a useful complement to the installation of food
reserve stocks. The Committee noted in this connection that the FAO Seed Industry
Development Programme had already initiated action to assist member countries at thei
request in the establishment of seed reserve stocks. The Committee endorsed, as pamt of
thie programme, the close liaison between the Secretariat, member countries and the inter-
national institutes such as icaisAT.

420 The Committee emphasized the need for improvements in land tenure conditions in many
low rainfall areas. FAO was requested to provide for consideration by member countries
alternative approaches for the achievement of such improvements in their specific
conditions. More appropriate land tenure arrangements leading to better landuse were
particularly necessary in the more arid areas where livestock and human population pres-
sure was causing serious damage to the natural environment in a number of cases.

43. Several members stressed the vital role of forestry in low rainfall areas development
and emphasized the need for adequate attention to this aspect in the Organization's future
work in this area. Emphasis wae also placed on the importance of integrating the develop-
ment of low rainfall areas with that of adjacent more favourable environments in the
context of overall national development efforts. It was also stressed that in order to
avoid the serious consequences of overgrazing, there was need for much more effort to
control livestock numbers, particularly where the ecological balance was upset, e.g. by



the development of more watering facilities for livestock, which in itself mey also
encourage more human eettlement and the enoroachment of arable cultivation into marginal
lande hitherto used for grazing.

The Committee agroed that, because of the low risk bearing capacity of the populaaione
living in low rainfall areas, incentives euch as appropriate price policies and crop ineur-
ance were necessary as an integral part of any improvement programme in these regione. The
Committee further agreed that an integrated approach which dealt simultaneously with the
various problems was the most likely to lead to leating results. In lino with these views,
most members agreed that there was a need for a speoialized research coordinating body at
national level to foster a more interdisciplinary approach to research carried out in
socio,economio and agricultural sciences. The India Case Study provided a good example of
the type of body that governments might establish, although modifications of this approach
would need to be made in each country, depending on their needs and the present organiza,
tion of their research activities.

The Committee laid special emphasis on the need for an effective extension system, in
terms of numbers, and the relationship of extension workers to the rural population; on
appropriate farmer training; and, on the need for involvement by the rural population in
development planning and in dissemination of new teohnology.

The Committee endorsed in principle PAO's approach for offering further assistance to
member countries, noting that priority would be given to the need for an integrated
approach including the provision for situation analyses, natural resource inventories
policy analysis, programme planning, and the preparation of schemes for direct government
intervention and participation. The form of aseistance would remain flexible and would be
designed in accordance with the level of development of the country, The Committee also
endorsed in principle the follow-up procedure and timetable proposed for cooperation with
interested governments. The procedure would provide for the preparation, in consultation
with the government, of a dooument setting forth a detailed list of objectives relating to
the adoption of a national programme for low rainfall area development, the specific
contents of the proposed national programme, the indicated staff requirements and organi-
zation, and suggestione for determining the scope of the initial implementation phase,
including identification of teohnioal assistance and investment requirements.

The Committee str seed, however, that duplication with present activities should be
avoided. Rather, the aim should be to bring all related activities together under a
common mumbrelle, guided internally by an organization-wide working group, with the view
to attacking the problems of low rainfall areas on a broad front. The Committee noted that
no additional finan ces would be required during this biennium to iaitiate activities with a
limited number of countries.

The Committee noted that while recommending that FAO give priority to low rainfall
areaa, its First Session had also recognized the great soope for increaeed output and
productivity in the humid tropics and savannahs. It stressed that the development poten-
tial of these areas had taken on increased importance in view of recent world developments
and recommended that the Secretariat initiate a study on the acopo and means of developing
the food and agricultural production potential of the humid tropics and savannahs, as part
of the Committee's overall concern with the problems of less favourable environments, and
report its preliminary findings to the next session of the Committee.



LIVJTOOi DEELOP11ET P R NEAT AND MILK PRODUCTION I/
49. The Committee noted the document prepared for its consiaeration and wae informed that
while in the developed and centrally planned countriee there had been significant advances
in output productivity per animal, over the last 23 years the per caput livestook produc-
tion in developine reeions had stagnated. Productivity per animal had remained almoststatic:, and available supplies of animal protein liad, been able to keep pace with the popu-
lation growth even at its present low level only because of an increase in overall numbere
of livestock. The use of grains for animal feeding was seldom economically feasible in
developing countries and the vast natural rangelands in them seemed to offer the best
opportunity for ruminant livestock development. The development of intensive feeding based
on materials from agro-industries was also noted as being of importance in many of thee°
countries.

5C. The Committee was informed that FAO's etrategy for meat and milk development was based
on two major interdisciplinary programmes, namely, the International Scheme for the
Coordination of Dairy Development (ISCDD) under which over US 8 10 million had already been
committed in ten different countries, and the proposed plan for an International Meat
Development Scheme, which had been put forward at the Third Seseion of the FAO Inter-
Governmental Group on Meat.

The Committee expressed its general approval of these etrategies for developiug meat
aed dairy production as presented in the working paper. While being aware of the limited
funds available to FAO related to the needs, it recommended that more emphasis be centred
on the livestock development sector to allow greater wad more concrete progress to be made.

Some members cautioned against hopee for achievement of quick results in meat and
dairy development and of rapid increases in foreign exchange earninge through exports. The
international market wae unpredictable and in most countries the popular feeling was that
domestic needs should be satisfied first. The Committee hoped that the national and inter-
national institutions would aim at integrated development in order to obtain not only
economic but also the fullest social benefits from increased productivity.

The Committee considered that animal health, low genetic potential and poor feeding
were the major obstacles to wide-scale development. In Africa where there was considerable
acope for liveetock development, the tse-tse fly still affected one-third of the continent.
If thie problem could be overcome it might lead to an increase in stock of 150 million head
of cattle. The Committee reoognized that this was a problem of great significance and
noted that FAO would present a long-term project to the World Food Conferenoe for trypan-
osomioeis and tsetse eradication. The influence of animal disease problems in relation to
international trade was also noted. In this conneotion the Committee recognized the
importance of the establishment of speoifio disease-free zones for the eradication of
infectious disease and adequate processing to facilitate trade.

The Committee observed that to increase productivity, genetic improvement was important
and could be augmented through the International Bull Semen Donation Scheme (IBSDS) under
which over one million doses had been requested for delivery by the end of 1974. It noted
the practical difficulties being experienced in implementing this Scheme and welcomed the
efforts being initiated by FAO to establieh semen banke in selected countries ie order to
accelerate progress. Some countries declared their readiness to participate in this Scheme.

55, The Committee recognized the advantages of upgrading through crossbreeding but stressed
the need for correctly assessing the value of indigenous stock in order to preserve their
adaptability. The Committee strongly supported FAO's initiative in putting forward a gene
preservation programme. Some members felt that more emphasis should be placed on milk
production as breeding for meat and milk was so closely allied in most developing countries
that in many cases the meat industry could be built on the offtake from dairy herds. The

Committee noted the need for appropriate institutional and collection arrangements to
encourage dairy development in the regions with a low land/Man ratio.

LÌ COAG/74/5
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In recognizing animal feeding as a major faotor affecting productivity the Committee
opserved that reaearch by developed countries in this sector had oeen generally unsuited
for use by developing countries. It stressed the need to correct this imbalance and
recommended that the emphasis should be on investigations into the use of low quality
roughages.

The proposal for beef production by feedlot systems in developing countries was
questioned by some members but it was agreed that provided feedlots were based on by-
products and not on grain, then as had already been shown in Kenya and Cuba, there was
much to recommend it. However, the Committee drew attention to the need for well organized
marketing as part of the package for this system and streused the desirability of adequate
incentives at producer level.

The Committee recognized that the problem posed by livestock development in the
densely populated countries was often one of deciding how to divide land use between the
needs for direct numen food and animal feeds. It agreed that in most cases the balance
must be in favour of crops as animal protein was often a more expensive product than
vegetable protein. However, better use of crop residues and byproducts and optimal
utilization of roughages by ruminants could help to alleviate or resolve this conflict.
In this connection some mem'oers described their experience with new techniques in the use
of straw and other low quality roughages for animal feeding, and it was felt that further
applied research in this direction should be stimulated.

The Committee recognized that in some countries the era of cheap animal producto was
over. It considered that from the nutritional point of view this implied that efforts to
raise the purchasing power of people in the developing world was as relevant as increasing
protein production. Some members suggested that this was an additional reason for making
sure that opportunities to export livestock products to earn foreign exchange were not
neglected. Other members, however, stressed that, under the present circumstances of
shortage of protective foods in most developing countries, FAO should only in exceptional
circumstances assist in the development of meat exports to developed countries, where meat
consumption was generally far above the requirements.

In stressing the importance of applied research the Committee Axséd that the role of
FAO must be that of a coordinator. Developing countries needed assii-t-an-6-6 principally in
the ability to apply what was already known, for example in the field of range management
practices. In this oontext the Committee called for a critical appraisal of the proposed
tsetse/trypanosomiosis eradication project, in order to ensure properly planned development
of the rangelands which would be released as a oonsoquonoe.

The Committee also drew attention to the greater part which buffaloes as well as sheep
and goats could play in milk and meat development programmes in many countries; and the
place of pigs and poultry in small farmer schemes and for increasing productivity in
densely populated areas was noted.

The Committee agreed that development could not be achieved without trained personnel
and emphasized that the greatest need at the moment was for Practical training at the
intermediate level for technical staff. It fully supported the current efforts being made
to achieve these objectives through the FAO/DANIDA Dairy Training Programme, the PAO
aegional Courses for Lay Meat Inspectors in Kenya and other international courses on
intensive cattle production ana extension methods under the FAO Israeli Cooperative Pro-
gramme.
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In addition to the 14 governments and 12 international agencies that had earlier
indicated their interest in supporting the proposed International Meat Development Scheme
18 other members now indicated the support, at least in principle, of their governments.
Several members asked, however, for more clarification of the procedures for implementa-
tion. It was pointed out that projects intended for external support needed to be clearly
identifiable parta of a comprehensive and balanced programme prepared in consultation with
regions and countries.

The Committee considered that it was important to give priority in the Regular
Programme to this Scheme and to define the contribution from the extra budgetary sources
for its implementation before it was possible to decide how much and where supplementary
resources would be needed.

In Lzneral the Committee endorsed the concept of the proposals for an International
73velopment Scheme but pointed out that the proposed plan needed further elaboration

by the FAO Secretariat. Any programme and/or financial implications would be referred to
the Programme. Committee, the Finance Committee and the FAO Council as appropriate.

RTILIZER USE,» PRODUCTION AND TRADE 1/

This item was placed on the agenda in response to the concern expressed at the
Sixtieth Session of the FAO Council (June 1973) with regard to the precarious world food
situation compounded by unfavourable developments in the availability of fertilizers.

The Committee recognized that efficient fertilizer use remained a key to modern
agrioulture and t such it was expected to play an increasingly important role in develop-
ing countries. It was felt that fertilizer use should contribute considerably to raising
the production of food and cash crops, both essential elements in raising the standard of
living of rural populations.

The Committee stressed fertilizer use as an intermediate technology which allowed for
introducing the small farmer into a market economy. Apart from the direct effects of
fertilizers on production, the visible results obtained within a relatively short time
helped to introduce other improved practices. Governments and international agencies
should therefore give special attention to ensure supplies to the small scale producers
who had been geared to the adoption of a selected pack of inputs. The non-availability
of fertilizer might deatroy not only the financial status and the food supply of the people
concerned but years of extension work and 41z ooiated institutions built up around the
supply and marketing functions.

Though muoh progress wIt made during the last 15 years, continued efforts are required
to optimize the level of fertilizer applications in developing countries. As a result of
slier-V.::: of aupplies and increased prices, effective use of agricultural inputs from a
technical, distribution and economic point of view was required more than ever.

The Committee felt that in the technioal field, efficiency could be increased by:
adapting amounts and types of fertilizer to specific crop requirements taking into account
soil and climatic conditions; by giving careful attention to methods and timeliness of
application; by introducing secondary nutrients and trace elements where deficiencies
occur; by testing the effectiveness of different nutrient carriers. Care ehould however be
taken not to complicate the process of marketing and supply of fertilizer to farmers. It

was stressed that efficient fertilizer use was closely linked to the availability of related
inputs such as high yielding varieties, water supply, weed control and other plant protec-
tion measures and improved soil man;Lement and cultivation practices.

The Committee recognized that adequate supply, marketing and credit facilities were
essential factors in the development of fertilizer use. Improved storage facilities and
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With regard to the high prices of both agricultural inputs and commodities, it was
stressed that the economics of fertilizer use had to be thoroughly reviewed. With limited
supplies and in view of the precarious feed situaion; rahes ef fertilizer application
should be determined so as to maximize crop productien on the largest possible urea of
cropped land. Fertilizer recommendations should ;Aerefore b raeised on a regular bEsio
in terms of changing price relationships.

The Committee noted that fertilizer legislation had not yet bc-i acted or applied in
a number of countries. It considered that fertilizer legislation 1, essential element
in the quality control of fertilizer materials and was needed to pro'ect farmers from
frauds which tended to become more frequent in periods of scarcity, such as the present
time.

The Committee expressed appreciation for FAO's work in the development of fertilizer
use both through UNDP and Trust Fund field activities and through its aegular Programme
including publications, specialized studies, expert consultations and training seminars.
The Comeittee stressed the need to broaden FAO's approach to fertilizer use promotion so
as to secure an appropriate relationship between different aTricultural inputs, their
supply and production aspects, and their role in rural development. Due attention should
be given to adapting assistance in fertilizer use to different stages of development in
the countries concerned and to embrace not only produetion but also the marketing of both
inputs and produce. Within this general framework the Committee marked areas in which
additional efforts were required. The Committee noted with satisfaction that the Nordic
countries had made available a consultant for reviewing FAO's approach in fertilizer use
development.

In view of the high prices and tight supply situation of mineral fertilise. the
Committee recommended that possibilities of using alternativo sources of plFe'6 cutTiento
be given urgent consideration. Much better use should be made of (ifferent types of organic
materials, including animal manure, mulch, comoost, n:Ight soil, m :lure, biologically
fixed nitrogen and recycled city and industrial wastes, The Commi*. _ noted thaL FAO was
giving increased attention to promoting the use of organic material ns fertilizers and
that new initiatives in this field were under way.

In view of the importance of the tropics as sources of additional arable lands the
Committee recommended that fertilizer technologies adapted to tropical soils be worked out
and tested. The Committee also recommended assessment of the role of fertilizer use in the
improvement of shifting cultivation with a view to transforming it at a later stage into a
more stable form of agriculture.

The Committee drew attention to the need fer making more and better use of soil test-
ing and for relating analytical data to the results of resca,:ch, experimentation and soil
survey. The correlation of information derived from these three fields could provide
guidance for a more rational use of fertilizers and would help to monitor and control soil
deterioration where degradation hazards occur.

The Committee called for additional attention to be paid to the role of trace elements
in plant nutrition, the deficiency of which was becoming a limiting factor where the supply
of other nutrients was reaching more satisfactory levels, especially in soils which were
strongly leached and low in organic matter.
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The Committee emphasized the need for considerably improving extension and training
in fertilizer use at various levels, in order to close the gap which existed between
research and practical agriculture, and to encourage farmers to maximize outputs from
limited quantities of fertilizer available and also to prepare and use organic manures.
The Committee suggested that the FAO publication "Efficient Use of Fertilizers" be updated
and re-issued,

The Committee commended the work carried out by the FAO Fertilizer Programme in
promoting, in an integrated way, fertilizer use at the farmers' level. It was recommended
that this Programme be expanded and that it devote special attention to pilot projects for
fertilizer distribution, to trials and demonstrations in low rainfall areas, and to crops
for the domestic market. Consideration should also be given to trials and demonstrations
with organic manures°

The Committee recognized that efficient use of fertilizers had a positive impact on
the human environment. It was noted that fertilizer use allowed an intensification of
agricultural production on better soils and made it possible to withdraw marginal land
from cultivation. The Committee recommended that effects of fertilizers and related
inputs, such as pesticides, be monitored at an early stage with special reference to the
contamination and quality of foodstuffs. Research on the fato of nitrogen once applied to
the rooting zone was also welcomed with a view not only to preventing pollution of water
supplies by nitra-tes but also to seeking ways of increasing the efficiency of nitrogen
uptake by plants.

The Committ appPecation for the way FAO's own efforts were augmented by
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st the intevnatlonal lovel Lo fac.;.litato Ole modPration of the cyclical fluctuaLions
1,11 d7maud, supplies and. uric:es, f-7 Th.(' 0W1i:1,cc, itiltlicr noted that the first
sessv,;1 tho Commiss!on. on UPq sohFdoled to bc held ?,n Rome from 2 lo 5 july

r,t th,)t FOPTO ihe world fertilizer situation, tbe
futa pl.nspects -roa demal(6, snpplios aud prices, and the assisLanee required
for moetlug thc f;,rti?iscr requirements nf developing countries; including import gTaats
2nd other means, The 001A1-0.35j.Oil would also oxamine means for a better utilization of
existing manufactwAng calvoity and for the n7pansion of ferLilizer production in develop-
ing countrles. TbQ Committ.e rPcommended that the- report of its discussion on fertilizer
use, producton and trada shonfd be-presgoted to tho first session of the Commission on
Fertilizers, and thJt the 1-nromission should report its findings and recommendations to the
World Food Conferouse, to be hola in November 1974,

85, The Commi;,tee notad that the fertilizer situation was being discussed in a number of
bodies and con feraces (intrn:-ajla the FAO Council, COAG, Commission on Fertilizers,

Intergovernmental OPOUO OP Grains, the IGC of OP, World Food Conference, FIAC, Industry
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Cooperative Programme, the Sixth Special Session of the UN General Assembly, and ECAFE)

and expressed concern that their recommendations and conclusions might not be concurrent.
In this oonnection the Committee noted the creation within FAO of an Inter-Departmental
Working Group on Fertilizers which would ensure that FAO action in the field of fertilizer
use development would be internally coordinated.

86. The Committee, recognizing the increasing importance of efficient fertilizer use for
reaching food production and rural development targets, both at national and international
level, considered this field of FAO's work to be a priority area of paramount interest to
all its member governments.

AGRARIAN REFORM 1/

87, The Committee recalled the discussions on this subject at the Sixteenth Session of
the FAO Conference, when the Report of the Special Committee on Agrarian Reform was
deliberated upon, and at the Fifty-Ninth and Sixtieth Sessions of the FAO Council. In

this connection the Committee noted in particular the specific guidance it had received
in it: work on this subject from Resolution 3/71 of the Sixteenth Session of the FAO
Conference and from the decision of the Council at its Fifty-Ninth Session that the
Committee should keep the subject of agrarian reform under constant review.

The Committee took note of the document prepared to assist it in its consideration
of the item. The Committee recognized that the most authoritative statement by FAO on
agrarian reform was still the Report of the Special Committee on Agrarian Reform issued
in 1971. It reemphasized the broad definition adopted by the Special Committee, accord-
ing to which agrarian reform embraced the transformation of tenure structures, the
creation of new production organizations and the provision of supporting institutions and
services at various levels to facilitate the effective functioning of the new land tenure
systems and production organizations. In planning the new production structures it was
necessary to take into account land capability and related technical aspects.

The Committee took note of the efforts made by FAO to develop the strategy of
Integrated Rural Development as a complementary tool to the strategy of agrarian reform.
While FAO could and should develop comprehensive, coordinated and integrated approaches to
rural development, the Committee felt that such approaches should not be used to divert
attention from agrarian reform measures which remained the core of rural development
strategy in many circumstances. The Committee felt that the Integrated Rural Development
approach needed to be further refined and clarified conceptually and worked out in more
detail operationally. Some members suggested that FAO policies should be oriented towards
accelerating the agrarian reform programmes in countries since agrarian reform was consid-
ered a catalyst for the whole process of development. In this connection the Committee
pointed out the need to take into account the inter-relationships between ;:rarian reform
and the overall process of socio-economic development that are clearly brought out in the
Report of the Special Committee on Agrarian Reform.

In discussing FAO's activities in this area, the Committee recognized that the formu-
lation of policies and programmes relating to agrarian reform was the responsibility of
individual countries in the light of their specific conditions. The Committee agreed,
however, that FAO had accumulated a fund of knowledge and experience in this field over
the last quarter of a century. It was important that FAO should keep abreast of develop-
ments on the agrarian situation in various countries so that the Organization would be in
a position to give competent and relevant technical assistance to countries that needed it.
In this connection the Committee stressed that it was not possible to provide a general
set of reform measures with universal validity; the programmes, therefore, needed to have

COAG/7417
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a country focus to take account of the diversity of conditions in different countries.

The Committee welcomed the case studies on contemporary changes in agrarian structures
initiated by FAO in 1972. It was generally agreed that such a research programme could
facilitate a better understanding of the agrarian situation in different countries and in
various regions within a country. The Committee regrettably had not had these studies
before it and therefore had been unable to study and evaluate the conclusions of these
studies, but etpressed the hope that the Sixth Report on Progress in Land Reform which was
currently under preparation would make a critical evaluation of the agrarian reform pro-
grammes in member countries mainly on the basis of the information obtained from the case
studies. The Committee felt that further case studies should be conducted along the same
lines to cover more countries and different situations. A programme of this type would
help the Organization to formulate a typolo of different operational programmes to cope
with different situations and problems.

In discussing the medium term priorities for work in agrarian reform, the Committee
suggested that there was the need for reviewing FAO programmes and projects in order to
make sure that they had an adequate agrarian reform and rural development content. Appro-
priate criteria might have to be established for this purpose.

FAO should also improve its data collection with respect to socio-economic factors in
rural development, in consultation with the international centres. Until more adequate
machinery was established to make the relevant data available and to keep them up-to-date
it would be extremely difficult for governments and international agencies to discover
the true nature and magnitude of the rural development problem and to design appropriate
comprehensive policies to deal with it. At the same time it was pointed out by the
Committee that before a system of data collection was implemented it was necessary to have
a clear understanding of the uses to which the data would be put and of the users. One of
the means to get a better perspective of data collection was the identification of a
comprehensive set of socio-economic indicators fitted into a meaningful framework. The
Committee also took note of the need for soil and land capability information as the
technical basis for rational land use and subdivision into production parcels.

The Committee agreed that there was an increasing need for speedy response by FAO
to the requests for technical assistance from countries attempting to design and
implement progressive agrarian reform programmes. The technical assistance could be
in research to enable countries to establish suitable institutional frameworks, land
use and farming systems, cadastral surveys and land registration, training activities
to meet the programme requirements, to formulate land reform policies, and
administrative procedures for implementation of programmes, as well as assistance in
evaluation. With regard to assistance in the formulation of policies, the Committee
took the view that FAO could suggest a set of alternatives, taking into account the
socio-economic conditions prevailing in the country requesting assistance, so that
the government concerned would be in a positin to choose the strategy best suited to it.
FAO also should be able to provide assistance in the preparation and implementation of
specific projects related to national agrarian reform programmes.

Some members thought that FAO should take measures to ensure the involvement of
pc:ants' and rural workers° :zeociations in the formulation and implementation of agrarian
refc.zal programmes. Since the Arian reform should aim at enabling peasants to partici-
pate in the creation of new institutional devices, such as farmers° and rural workers'
organizations, FAO could assist in this field by providing information to them on the
experiences of the different types of organizations found to be suitable in various
countries.

The Committee noted that "Integrated Rural Development" was on the agenda of four of
the FAO Regional Conferences scheduled for 1974. This would provide an opportunity to
assess whether any special regional technical bodies in the area of agrarian reform and
integrated rural development were needed.
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The Committee felt that it was not in a position to make recommendations regarding
the proposal to hold a World Conference on Integrated Rural Davelopment, and suggested
that guidance be sought from the Council. Should such a conference be held, some members
felt that it should emphasize strongly the agrarian reform aspects of rural development.

In view of the strong interest of the member governments in measures of agrarian
reform and integrated rural development, the Committee El. reej that it wA,t important for
FAO to be in a position to respond adequately to the demands made On it for advic,7 717s1

assistance. In this connection FAO should pay particular attention to the streuj_ng
of the technical units responsible for advising and assisting countries in this specific
field. In view of the importance of the subject of agrarian reform, the'Committee cod
to keep it under continuing review.

REVIEW OF FIELD PROGRAMME

The Conference, at its Seventeenth Session November 1973), had agreed with the
Programme Committee on the desirability of requesting the Committees on Forestry,
Fisheries and Agriculture to discuss and make recommendations on the Review of FAO Field
Programmes, 1972-73 (a 73/4). Specific suggestions made in this regard by the Programme
Committee at its Twenty-Fourth Session (November 1973) were referred to in the background
document prepared for the Committee.

In discuseing the policy aspects of the subject, the Committee was particularly
concerned to ensure that the Field Programme should be geared closely to the d:fvelopment
needs of the recipient countries. Many members considered thot the emphasis or Field
Programme activities should be on the further training of national staff, IJupported by
increased efforts to ensure that the trained national staff, L;hel the aosults of research
and other Field Programme activities, could be widely utilised primarily Cor tbo benerit
of farmers and for the countries in general. However in some countoio
problems merited priority of attention, such as the l000tton of wo;tc,v supplies nTor
rainfall areas. The need for Lhe Field Programme aotivuties to ivAp 1)or-a.sa !PC011e,-
tion of food, both through raising yields and opondtug n:oct,v:

the use of farm technologies appropriate to ).-)e;,,L

As regards the UNDP-financed ctiv, 0(:(1,y1):0
for the composition aR0 objectiv.:,a r,:.,,,r0;,10
ments concerned, FAO bad, hoeT.J2, thr

. Programme if so requested by go-,,orciwit2 LmO, w)11),1, ,:C;1111- bo.;,1)
through its Senior Agioultural J)dv:.1-..v/MLO d;011:
undertaken on Conntyy "nriefs ;:nd CVLIf 2p.A:;i Of tilo

programme of activitles su»pop1e0 by molti IrUat,70 rc,,uoce!.5c.," Lh,lt

for those programmes, Loov To\ countrie-
some members suggested 17hat T11.0LIAO. i, %he al,%:t).
formulation of projects und 11U:"Ucìclt CW'rq/ ç tho cut
of refusing invitations to pEn-1-21.cipat,! prjeets w4ich conTr.H. Ojd 11H;
support,

The Committee noted that national research! educational aud other instjtutions uould
make an increasingly valuable contribution to FAO's iPcld Proaramm, This potential should
be used increasingly for providing teams of e::perts and too back-soonkng in 11(J Future
formulation and implementation of projects, Cooperation should aspecj.o,Uy bc premoi;,i,d lu

cases where similar institutions in neighbouri.n.g counries could work tog,;L:u. op maZters
of common interest. The Committee was informed that FAO was airor./.0y malAnc u^qo of this
potential, and was presently studying means oi tnteasifying this use, A pap,A' Op 1,i1,1
findings would be submitted to the Spring 1975 Session of the Programme Comm;.ttee.



The Committee felt that in the majority (and increasing proportion) of developing
countries the neea for longterm experts was diminishing, as a result of the increased
numbers o(7 their own qualified staff. In such cases, the need was for high level consul-
tants engorged for short periods rather than er.pert staff for long missions. At the same
time, it was recognized tha toplevel management skills and experience were still acutely
short in many countries; and in some other countries the continued presence of experts on
long missions was essential as a catalyst in obtaining the best service from the national
staff.

Many members referred to the need to utilize the services of experts from developing
countries as much as possible, partly because of their closer acquaintance with local
conditions. The Committee noted that the proportion of such staff had now risen to 28.5
percent of total field staff. The Committee also stressed the need to recruit experts who
were academically wellqualified and had the required field experience and personal
aptitudes. The Committee was informed that new measures had been taken to try further to
improve the selection of experts, and that governments would be asked to assist FAO by
providing names and qualifications of staff who could be made available for service in the
field. A number of members stated that their governments were already looking into this
matter.

There was also agreement that, to the extent possible, national staff should
continue to take over more responsibility for project management, with the international
export staff serving increasingly in the role of advisers. It was noted, however, that
there were certain difficulties that had still to be resolved, as FAO remained responsible
for the technical content of the projects, in terms of quantity and quality.

The Committee endorsed the value of the evaluation of projects being undertaken, and
reoornmeidec that this work should continue, with further development of builtin project
evaluation. In this connection the Committee was informed that FAO's Evaluation Service
was beng kept informed of the programme of Tripartite Project Evaluations, and that the
Evaluation Sorvice would give their advice and assistance to the conduct of this work, and
participate where appropriate. The Committee wished to have more information in the future
on project delivery, particularly as the shortfall in this respect was a serious problem
facing the UNDP.

107, The Committee was informed of the new organizational arrangements in FAO for the
managoment of Field Programmc sotivities. The new arrangements comprised essentially a
"Tm': 707se" serssesh for eaeh project, with a Country Projects officer responsible for
the F- PAc.Lu,.. msnagement ssueo-ts of all agricultural projects in a given country or
countries. In this way it wss hoped to better ensure the optimum use and integration of
all projects and project resources available in any one country. However, the responsi-
bilities placed on a Task Force, and especially on the Country Projects officer, were
considerable and wide ranging, covering all agricultural aspects (other than fisheries
and forestry).

INTsissTIONAL AGdICULTURAL,ADJU PROGRESS REPORT 1/

108. The discussion of the Committee was based on the background document "International
Agricultural Adjustment" (Progress Report). The Committee noted the decision of the
Confe-sen.ce at its Seventeenth Session, that the Organization should evolve a proposed

str7tessy c.S! international agricultural adjustment. The Committee expressed continuing

suppost for work in this field. The essential aim of such a strategy would be to promote
an agreed international approach to adjustment so as to secure a more orderly and more
rational development of world agriculture. The work, which would lead to the presentation
by the DireetorGeneral of the proposed strategy to the Conference in 1975, was in its

early stages, start had been made by the Secretariat in drawing up tentative guidelines
which oould help governments to translate the broad objectives of adjustment as indicated

COAG/74/10
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by the Conference into more specific policies. Those in the document before the Committee

referred to production aspects of agricultural adjustment. Others dealing with trade,
consumption and international assistance would also be formulated as part of the strategy
of international adjustment.

In the discussion of the suggested guidelines those of the 1972 FAO Regional
Conference for Europe referring to developed countries were welcomed as being still fully

relevant.

The importance of technology in agricultural adjustment was stressed by a number of
members. It was important that an appropriate agricultural technology, which took
adequate account of the relative availability of labour, be applied in each country.
Likewise it was suggested that consideration should be given to the development of tech-
nologies which favoured the use of agricultural raw materials over synthetics. Reference
was made to the need for more attention to be given to processing and to postharvest
technology generally.

It was also suggested that the need to ensure expanding supplies of improved inputs
for agriculture, while valid for developing countries, also had global aspects and should
therefore be a guideline applying at an overall level as well. The urgency of improv-
ments in the present input supply situation, especially for fertilizers, wAA emphaoid.
It was also stressed that technological innovations which accelerated incre:Aes in y:.Ads
should, as far as possible, Ls in parallel with efforts to improve rural social and
agrarian structures, and that this guideline should not be.limited to land distribution
systems. The view was expressed that selfsufficienoy objectives in agricultural adjust-
ment should be reached through a phased approach.

Several members expressed interest in the suggestion for a guideline to developed
countries to the effect that food aid to developing oountries should be an integral part
of national policies. Although it was reco ized that complex issues were involved, the
need for guidelines in this field was supported. Attention should be particularly given
to avoiding adverse impacts on agricultural production in recipient countries and to
ensuring greater assurance of supplies.

The Committee considered that in future work on agricultural adjustment more a en-
tion should be given to short run adjustment problems, as well as lon,.r term ones. It

was pointed out that the deliberations and recommendations of the Special Session of the
United Nations General Assembly on Raw Materials, currently under way, could contribute to
the formulation of global guidelines for agricultural adjustment.

The Committee considered that technological aspects of agricultural adjustment,
particularly at the farm level, should be the chief focus of its futuro discussions on
this subject. While various other fora were competent to deal with broader economic and
organizational aspects, it was in the specific area of competence of COAG to give guid-
ance as to issues of production technology in adjuntment, including questions of appro-
priate patterns of agricultural resource uses within and between countries.

The Committee regretted that the late availability of the document had not allowed
adequate preparation for the discussion and a number of members therefore felt that they
could not give considered vieira on the new sug!Astions in the document. Because govern-
ments had not been able to examine the paper COAG/74/10 in advance of the session, the
Committee recommended that it should be distributed to all governments with a request for
comments on the suggestions as to production guidelines. These replies would :Asist the
Secretariat in its further work. The Committee also noted that the CCP and the FAO
Regional Conferences would be discussing icultural adjustment in their forthcoming
sessions.
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FAO/UNEP COOPERATION - PROGRESS REPORT 1/

The Seventeenth Session of the FAO Conference had approved an overall programme
framework "Natural Resources for F9od and Agriculture" for cooperative activities of FAO
with the UN Environment ProgrammO. Within this framework 11 FAO/UNEP projects were
started in March 1974, the aim of which was to reinforce or expand FAO Regular Programme
activities in the areas of common interest to FAO and UNE?. The overall coordination was
being ensured by the FAO Inter-Departmental Working Group on Natural Resources and the
Human Environment and a small Environment Programme Coordinating Unit which had been
established by the FAO Conference.

The Committee noted with satisfaction the good progress that had been made in the
development of FAO/UNEP cooperation. It stressed the importance of maintaining a co-
ordinated and integrated approach in these activities through en interdepartmental
mechanism of coordination. In this respect, the Committee considered the programme
framework essential for ensuring coherent overall guidance to the global FAO/UNEP projects
entrusted to the technical Departments and Divisions at Headquarters, and their expected
follow-up by technical assistance projects at national level.

The Committee underlined the major role in environmental protection of the national
and international institutions which dealt with the management of natural resources for
food and agriculture. It welcomed the fact that FAO was the specialized agency so far
receiving the largest support from the Environment Fund, and expressed the hope that,
taking into account the leading role that FAO should play in this field, this support be
maintained and expanded. The Committee recommended that a progress report on FAO/UNEP
cooperation be presented at its next session providing more details on the conditions of
implementation of the integrated programme framework "Natural Resources for Food and
Agriculture" and on the contents of the FAO/UNEP projects.

PROGRESS REPORTS ON ACTION SINCE THE FIRST SESSION

The Committee heard oral reports on progress made in selected development problems
which it had examined at its First Session, i.e. seed industry development, food and
nutrition policies and agricultural research needs and priorities, and on the preparations
for the World Food Conference. Summaries of the Secretariat reports are given in
Appendix E.

TERMS OF REFERENCE AND METHODS OF WORK y

As requested by the Council at its Sixtieth Session (June 1973) the Committee
reviewed and assessed the experience gained during its First and Second Sessions with a
view to examining its terms of reference and methods of work.

The Committee noted that, under its terms of reference, three principal tasks were
assigned to the Committee on Agriculture; first, the periodic review and appraisal on a
highly selective basis, of agricultural development problems; second, advice to the Council
on the medium-and long-term programme of work of the Organization in selected fields of
agriculture and on its implementation; and thirdly, the review of specific matters referred
to the Committee by the Conference, the Council or the Director-General.

The Committee reconfirmed the need to ensure a high degree of selectivity in the
topics it dealt with, in view of the very wide range of technical, social and economic
problems, covered 1)37- the progrannes of the Divisions of the Agriculture and Economic and
Social Policy Departmenta.
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The Committee therefore .yz...e..etl that its agenda should be limited to a few major
subjects, which would be dealt with in an interdisciplinary manner ensuring consideration
of all relevant technical, economic, institutional and social aspecto of a particular
problem area. This selective approach would make possible an in-depth consideration of
the selected items, and would make possible the inclusion of the required subject matter
specialists in delegations. In thie connection /Mere suggested that the agenda should
not contain more than two major substantive items, but some others were of the opinion
that if the agenda were Loo restricted, this would discourage attendance by governments.

Regarding the review of the FAO Field Programme which it had undertaken at the
request of the Seventeenth Session of the Conference, the Committee agreed that, in
future, field programme issues should be discussed as an integral part of the selected
development items rather than constituting a separate item on the agenda. A report of the
experience ana lessons gained from the field programmes would help diecuesions concerning
futnre policy and. implementation. The Committee stressed that its function in this
respect wae a consideration of technical contribution of the field programmee, leaving the
review of managerial aspects to Council and Conference.

In considering its approach towards medium,. and long-term programmes of work,
reflected in item (b) of its terms of reference, the Committee recalled its experience
during the First Session, which had shown that it had not been possible to obtain a clear
concensus of the priority areas from a review of the large number of sub-programmes of the
Agriculture and. Economic and Social Policy Departments,

At the present session medium- and long-term objectives and priorities had been
discussed in relation to selected development problems in accordance with the Committee's
terms of reference; however, in the absence of an adequate framework and documentation,
the Committee had been unable to carry out a comprehensive review of the medium- and
long-term perepectives of the work of the two Departments.

The Committee emphasized the need for a oomprehensive analysis of the medium- and
long-term problems of the food and agricultural sector in order to arrive at an appro-
priate framework for the orientation of the existing on-going and short-term programmes
of the two Departments within the competence of the Committee. It recommended that the
terms of reference conoerning review of medium- and long-term programmes should provide
for a comprehensive review and not be limited to selected problema,

123. In order to make such a review possible, the Committee requested the Secretariat to
prepare for its next session a suitable document containing the elements of a medium-term
outlook for the agricultural sector in a form that would enable it to be used as a bench-
mark against which the orientation of the short-term programmes of the Agriculture and
Economic and Social Policy Departments could be reviewed and assessed. The document
should also take into account the lessons of field activities and the recommendatione of
regional conferences and regional technical bodies.

The ComMittee noted mOreover that the reference to medium- and long-term aspects in
the teems of reference of COAG prevented the Committee from considering the short-term
proerammee of work of the Agriciature and Economic and Social Policy Departments, as
provided for in COTO and COFI. In this connection, the Committee etressed that it was
necessary for Member Governments not meMbers of Council to have the opportunity of provid-
ing inputs to the biennial Programme of Work and Budget at a stage sufficiently early to
be of benefit for subsequent review and decision by Council and Conference.

The Committee thue expressed the vieW that it should also review the biennial
Pro gramme of Work of the Agriculture and Economic and Social Policy Departments recogniz-
ing that this implied a change in timing of a session to the Conference year.
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The Committee, therefore, recommended that its terme of reference should be amended
to the effect that the Committee should also review the programme of work of the Organiza-
tion in the field of agriculture and its implementation and that the necessary legislative .

amendments ohould be prepared and adopted as soon as possible.

The Committee considered that such a review should be a main feature of the agenda
of future oessions. It was agreed that the discussions would focus on the general lineo
of work and broad aspects of development, and would not include a comprehensive review of
the more than fifty sub-programmes related to the two Departments.

It was noted that the documentation for this item might consist of two working
papers. One would be the Summary Programme of Work and Budget which the Sixtieth Council
Session had requested to be made available for consideration by the Programme and Finance
Committees and the Council at their sessions in the Conference year. This document would
indicate the main priorities and trends of the proposed biennial programme and would take
account of the recommendations of the Regional Conferences. For its Third Session it
would also include the recommendations of the World Food Conference with implications for
the work of the Organization.

The Summary Programme of Work and Budget would need to te supplemented by a seoond
document to be prepared by the Secretariat, presenting a comprehensive review of the
medium- and long-term objectives and priorities for food and agricultural development, as
a basis for oonsidering the orientation of those activities of the Organization which fall
within the competence of the Committee.

The Committee confirmed the importance of maintaining the concept of a single
Committee on Agriculture in view of ito potential to promote the integration of the pro-
grames of the two Departments. Severa], membere suggested, however, that in order to deal
with specific problems more adequately subsidiary bodies might be set up on an exceptional
basis, as stipulated in Rulo XXXII-11 of the General Rulos of the Organization.

Regarding the timing and frequency of sessione, many membere were of the view that
these ohould continue to be held once during each biennium, but take place in the Confer-
ence year rather than in the non-Conference yeare as at present. Most of these members
ouggested that the duration of each session should be two weeks: during the first week
one or two selected development items would be discussed, followed in the second week by
a review of the programme of work of the two Departments.

Other members euggested having one seesion every year but of shorter duration,

poseibly for one week. In the view of these member$ this would give the Committee greater
flexibility in its activities to deal with specific and topical issues.

In line with its recommendation that it should review the programme of work of the
Agriculture and the Economic and Social Policy Departments, the Committee recommended that
in future the sessions should be held in Conference years rather than in the non-;

Conference years as hitherto.

In reviewing the experience of its present session to deal with selected development
problems, the Committee emphasized that further efforts be undertaken to improve the
working documents which should define the problems involved, indicate alternatives and

policy options, and describe the objectives and main elements of the activities to be

carried out.

While appreciating that the contribution of the Panel of international experts had

been very useful, most members felt that the use of Expert Panels should not become a

regular practice. In this context, some members referred to the possibility of using

Coneultants to assist the Seeretariat in preparing and presenting background documentation

for the subjeets on future agenda of the Committee. Some members euggested that experi-

mentally at future seesione, workshops might be convened within the session, to prepare
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selected issues for presentation to the Committee with a view to facilitating a dialogue
among members and with the technical staff at Headquarters.

The Committee requested that the provisional .1:e da and the working documents should
be distributed at least two months before the session so as to allow thorough preparations
by members. The Secretariat was asked also to provide a full annotation to the various
items of the agenda, a copy of the "Methods of Work of the Council" as well ;.tt a proposed
time schedule to allow the planning of the attendanoe of technical members of delegations.

The Committee noted that according to its Rulos of Procedure (Rule IV), the
DirectorGeneral, in consultation with the Chairman of the Committee, should prepare a
provisional agenda. It suggested, however, that it might be desirable for the Committee
itself, at the conclusion of each session, to suggest major substantive items for the
guidance of the Chairman and the DirectorGeneral.

The Committee accordingly suggested that in addition to the review of the activities
of the Agriculture and Economic and Social Policy Departments, it would be useful to
review at its Third Session one or two selected development problems from a scientific and
technical point of view. Various members made sugzzstions for possible subjects to be
included in this part of the agenda to be taken into consideration by the Chairman and the
DirectorGeneral when drawing up the provisional agenda.

The Committee, in reviewing the experience of the Nominations Committees elected for
the first two sessions, decided that a Nominations Committee need not be appointed for the
next session.

OTHER BUSINESS

In connection with the discussions of the selected development problems, several
members expressed their concern about the many and different uses of the terms "programme"
and "scheme" in connection with FAO activities, which could easily lead to confusion and
overlapping. The Secretariat was asked to clarify the relationship between the various
broad operation schemes such as dairy and meat schemes, seed scheme, fertilizer programme,
etc., with the structure of subprogrammes.

The Committee was informed that the combination of a number of programme elements
out of a wide range of subprogrammes into an operation scheme or programme was considered
to be in line with the mandate for a fully interdisciplinary approach towards the solution
of a particular problem area. The schemes reflected the concern for establishing priori-
ties for action which inevitably varied over time as compared with the more permanent
structure of the subprogrammes, which still provided a large number of elements for the
more traditional continuing activities.

Some members nevertheless suggested that the Programme Committee, in its review of
programmes, be invited to study the problem and recommend general guidelines and criteria
from an organizational as well as a terminology point of view.

DATE AND PLACE OF NEXT SESS ON

As agreed at its First Session, the Committee reviewed the question of the timing of
future sessions of the Committee, The Committee noted that in accordance with Rule
XXXII-3 GRO and Rule II of its Rules of Procedure, the Committee should normally hold one
session during each biennium, preferably early in the nonConference year. It noted
furthermore that, pursuant to Rule XXXII-4 GRO, "If required, the Committee may hold
additional sessions on the call of the DirectorGeneral in consultation with its Chairman,
or on request submitted in writing to the DirectorGeneral by the majority of the members
of the Committee".



149. In line with itF recommendation that in futilre the sessions should be held in
Conference years rather than in the nonConference years as hitherto, the Committee
recommended that its Thdrd Session should be held in Rome during the second half of April
1975, possibly beginning 15 April, for 7 to 10 working days. This wOuld avoid the
possible occurrence of a gap Of three years at such an early stage in the existence of
the COmmittee and would allow the Committee to take account as $00/3 as possible of any
recommendations of the World :ftod Conference within its competence.
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APPENDIX D

Open ad by Dr. E.N. Oa1a, Assistant Director-General

ocia]. Policy Department

Mr. Chairman,

On behalf of the Director-General, it gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the
second eeesiue of the Committee on Agriculture. The Committee is still young, and still
in the proeese of defining its role in the conference structure of the Organization. It

is therefore gratifying to witness the lively interest that Member Governments are taking
in the work of the Committea, as evidenced by the representation here today.

It falls to me to present some opening remarks in the absence of Mr. Doerma, who
is in New York to participate in the Administrative Committee on Coordination of the UN
System. While in New York he will, jf called upon, address the committee of the Special
Session of the General Assembly convened for Study of the Problem of Raw Materials and
Development.

When this Committee on Agriculture held its first meeting two years ago, no one
foresaw the momentous changes which have since shaken the world economy. In view of some
of these changes, in particular the depletion of basic ood stocks and the shortage of
fertilizaro in developingcountries, the Committee's second session is taking place in a
time of great danger and uncertainty as regards world agricultural development. Indeed,
the member governments and secretariats of the United Nations family of agencies - FAO not
least - are actively preparing for a special World Food Conference, to be held in this city
in November of this year.

The change in the world food situation in 1972 was dramatic as well as unexpected.
There was in that year for the first time since the world war, a moderate decrease in world
cereals production, affecting rice as well as wheat and coarse grains. In these circumstances,
unexpectedly large grain purchasee by the USSR, and faet rising demand for livestock products
in ell high income countries, in a few months transformed the world grain situation from a
state of plenty to one of shortago. Grain export prices more than doubled between 1972 and

1973? encouraging the grain farmers in exporting countries but elgravating the already un-
satisfactory nutritional status of the poor in importing countries, especially developing
courtrics,

WM/E8955
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Even more serious, the world's reserves of basic foods, in the form of North
American grain stocks, fell to their lowest level for twenty years. The world awaited
the 1973 harvests with great anxiety. Fortunately, these were good to excellent in many
parts of the world, including the USSR. Total food production rose by 4 percent and
disaster was avoided. It was a narrow escape.

But the danger has not yet passed. The world food situation is still precarious.
Despite the record 1973 grain crops, demand is so strong that stocks cannot be replenished.
In fact, they are lower than a year ago in exporting countries, and close to minimum
operational levels. Thus the world is at this time even more dependent on the outcome of
the forthcoming grain harvests than it was last year.

Fortunately, the early indications pcint to another good crop in 1974, and grain
prices have fallen by one third during the last month, to levels that are still, however,
more than twice those of mid 1972. If all goes well, a further easing of prices and some
modest stock replenishment should be possible in 1974/75. But a crop failure in any one
major producing region, or even a major dock strike in an exporting country, would have
very serious consequences in view of the low world stocks.

The information flowing into FAO through our Early Warning System indicates that,
with some exceptions, food crop conditions in the developing countries are better than at
this time last year. But there are a number of danger zones, especially the Sahel, East
Africa and parts of the Near East. India's situation remains uncertain, despite last year's
good harvests. Rice, the basic food of the millions of Asia, is scarce in spite of record
crops, and prices are still high. There is no margin of safety as the next monsoon season
approaches.

It is in the developing countries that the demand for cereals for direct human
consumption is rising most rapidly. Perhaps the most fundamental imperative of world
agricultural development today is a marked and persistent acceleration in the rate of
increase in food production in the developing regions. This is a vital element in the
international policy initiatives launched by the last FAO Conference in favour of world
food security and international agricultural adjustment.

Not that agriculture in the developing world is stagnant as regards output. Far
from it. For the last ten years output has been rising at almost 3 percent a year, probably
a faster sustained real increase than ever before. But it is not fast enough to keep up
with development requirements. FAO studies indicate that the rate of agricultural production
increase in the developing world should be consistently near to 4 percent annually.

Are the traditional agricultural systems capable of this further spurt in production?
Probably they are not. It is fortunate that new technologies for wheat and rice production
in the tropics and sub tropics based on new highyielding varieties have been evolved and
introduced. In some countries they have shown such promise that this great advance has
been popularly called the "green revolution" and many developing countries have been pinning
their hopes on these new technologies for the breakthrough that is needed. But the new
varieties so far developed are not successful without a whole package of inputs, especially
water control and heavy fertilizing of the soil. Hence the continued momentum of their use
depends, among other things, on a steady expansion in the supply of fertilizers to developing
countries available at fairly stable prices. At this stage, about half of the fertilizer
needs of developing countries have to be imported, mainly from industrialized countries.
This year the green revolution will be set back, because many importing developing countries
have not been able to obtain all the fertilizer which they have ordered. There are indications
that they may be short again next year, unless something can be done. The reasons for this
situation are complex. The upanddown cycle of investment in world fertilizer production
capacity is currently in a trough. In the main fertilizer producing countries farm product
prices are very high, and the farmers in those countries seem to have purchased more
fertilizer than in previous years, in ord r to expand farm output or at least to ensure their
fertilizer supplies. The short:le has thus been concentrated mainly on those countries which
have to obtain their supplies by importation, particularly the developing importing countries.
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The devoloping countri ; thus in 1974 in a very exposed position as regards
food and agriculture, On the on Land, they need a Very substantial further ris,1 in
domestic food production, becaus3 lorld food reserves and food aid will be much more
limited than in the past, food imports will be costly, and their foreign exchange balances
will be severely strained by the high cost of fuel imports as well. On the other hand,
fertilizers a critical agricultural input will also be hard to obtain from abroad,
and at least twice as expensive as before hence the need for greater economy and
efficiency in !Jheir use,

eeen t this background, the work of the Committee on Agriculture acquires
enhaneed importance0 Your agenda includes a number of items that are highly relevant to
the current problems of world food and agricultural development, that are crying out ever
more loudly for fundamental solutions. Your discussions will offer an opportunity for an
appraisal of development policies and measures in selected fields, to assist governments
and to guide FAO in the planning of its activities in the next biennium and beyond. The
food and fertilizer problems, like many other problems now facing the world community, are
beyond the power of governments to solve by unilateral action. The challenge is to achieve
a higher degree of international cooperation and partnership in development than has been
observed to date, based on the growing interdependence of nations.

Under the first substantive item on your agenda you will discuss one of the most
crucial dilemmas facing agricultural policy makers in the developing world,namely the
question of a potential or actual conflict between the goal of accelerating the growth
of food production, and that of achieving a number of important social objectives, notably
those of more secure and continuous employment, more equitable income distribution, better
nutrition, and generally the alleviation or elimination of rural mass poverty. According
to the argument presented in the working document, the improved food technologies so far
available leave too large a proportion of the rural populations untouched. The more
productive technologies have to be adapted through further applied research, and rural
institutions and structures have to be modified, so that the traditional farming systems
and all sectors of the rural people, in all agroclimatic zones, feel the beneficial
impact of new methods. The Committee will have the benefit of the presence here for this
impo:ctant agenda item of a distinguished panel of international experts on various aspects
of the problem economic, social and technical. The discussion of these issues by the
delceTatus will help to orient the approach of governments and the programmes of FAO. It

will also provide a useful backdrop for the rest of the Committee's work.

The next agenda itero concerns the problem of how to improve productivity in low
rainfall areas. In a certain sense, it is a continuation in more concrete terms of the
general discussion about adapting technologies and rural institutions to the requirements
of rural development. To date, the low rainfall areas in the developing world, which by
the end of this decade will have a population of some 400 million people, have been left
largely outside the agricultural and general development process, because of physical
handicaps which often make these areas little suited for agriculture. How to bring the
people inhabiting them into the stream of development is a challenge facing a great number
of nations.

These are, no doubt, the kind of concerns that the Committee had in mind when it
recommended, at iLs first session, that FAO give more attention to improving productivity
in the less favourable areas, and decided to concentrate initially its attention on low
rainZall areao. The working paper prepared for this item, which is based on a series of
case studios, attempts to give a global picture of this agroecological, zone, including
the physical -Ceatures thaL eonditior agriculture, the status of food and agricultural
development, the problems enconntured, the conditions of life of the people concerned, and

s e,,rasted approaohes for improvemeni,.
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Against this background, the Committee will no doubt wish to give attention to the
various measures put forward for the development of low rainfall areas. In particular,
the Committee may wish to consider endorsing the proposal for the setting up of a "Low
Rainfall Areas Production Development Programme" which would facilitate the mobilization
of the full range of FAO's inputs, to assist member countries in preparing integrated
development programmes for low rainfall areas in their countries. If the Committee
approves the proposal in principle, it may then wish to provide the Secretariat with
guidance for drawing up plans for implementation, starting from the suggestions made in
the document.

The Committee's agenda item on fertilizers is no less important. I have already
referred to the crucial role of fertilizers in accelerating production growth in developing
countries, a role which has been thrown into sharp focus by recent developments. The
economics of fertilizer use, both nationally and internaLionally, may have to be rethought
in the future, if the costs of raw materials and feedstock for fertilizer manufacture stay
at current levels. Beyond the immediate emergency, steps will be needed to avoid as far
as possible the recurrence of such cyclical fluctuations in fertilizer availability as are
now experienced. This calls for better planning of the growth of manufacturing capacity,
in line with the projected demand, especially in developing countries. Other aspects of
particular importance for developing countries are the need to improve the efficiency of
fertilizer use, and the development of other sources of plant nutrients to sustain
agricultural production programmes.

Your Committee is the first major intergovernmental gathering with an opportunity
to discuss these matters at a technical level. You will thus be in a position to offer
useful guidance to the other intergovernmental meetings where the problem will come up
in the near future, in the first place in the new FAO Fertilizer Commission and subsequently
at the World Food Conference in November. Since the DirectorGeneral is convening the
FAO Fertilizer Commission for its first session in July next, to focus particularly on
shortterm problems of supplies as well as longerterm trends and requirements, your
Committee will probably wish to give most attention to the technical and economic problems
of world fertilizer consumption and use, and the longer_term programmes of FAO in relation
thereto.

In the course of your proceedings you will also consider the question of livestock
development for milk and meat production. The rationale for having the subject on the
agenda of the Committee arises from the relative state of underdevelopment of the livestock
sector in the majority of the developing countries, and from the considerable unused potentia:
these countries apparently have for satisfying the rapidly rising demand for meat and milk
products both at home and in the world markets. The secretariat, in the working paper
prepared for the Committee, has concentrated on a number of basic aspects of the problem,
and suggests that the scope for increasing livestock production in the developing countries
can best be realized through a package approach. This is already being done in the dairy
field under the International Scheme for the Coordination of Dairy Development (ISCDD).
To achieve a similar approach in the more complex area of meat development, the working
paper proposes the voluntary participation of interested member countries in an "Inter-
national Meat Development Scheme", which has already been discussed in the Intergovernmental
Group on Meat. A description of this proposal has been distributed separately to member
governments to ascertain their interest in such cooperation. The Committee may well wish
therefore, to concentrate in particular on the more technical aspect of livestock development
and national priorities, thus making the proposal as realistic and effective as possible.

The last but by no means least important item on the main part of your agenda is
agrarian reform. I need not stress in front of this Committee either the importance or
the complicated nature of this subject. You are also aware of the problems which face an
international organization such as FAO in planning and implementing work in a field so
intimately connected with national policies as is agrarian reform. The most recent mandate
for FAO's work in this field was provided by the Conference at its Sixteenth Session in 1971.
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Aside from proceeding with ongoing activities, the secretariat has, over the past year or
so, made considerable progress in clarifying the concept of agrarian reform from the
operational point of view, particularly through linking it with the concept of and
strategies for integrated rural development. Agrarian reform measures will have their
highest effect if they are implemented within the broader frame of rural development.

Without going into details of the conceptual and strategy aspects, I can say that,
in our view, emphasis can increasingly shift to the drawing up and implementation of action
preammes, in cooperation with member. governments. The Committee may, therefore, in line
with q;he views of the Council, wish to give particular attention to this aspect of the
problem. I should add that the DirectorGeneral has recently established an Inter-
divisional Working Group on Integrated Rural Development and Agrarian Reform to act as
the focal point for promoting interdisciplinary planning and action in this field, and
the deliberations of the Committee will no doubt provide important guidance for this
newly established secretariat group.

Mr. Chairman,by stressing the importance of agrarian reform as an essential part
of the process of rural development, as a condition for ensuring that the rural population
at large, and not only the privileged classes of the society, benefit from the fruits of
technical and economic development in agriculture, I have brought the Committee full circle,
and returned to the starting item of your agenda. The promotion of rural development could
well be the theme of this Session. This would be in conformity with the Committee's terms
of reference.

In addition, the Committee has a number of specific topics referred to it by the
Conference. One is the review of FAO's field programme, on which the Conference at its
last session asked for the recommendations of this and the other technical committees of
the Council, namely those on Forestry and Fisheries. Document COAG 74/9 suggests a limited
number of issues on which the Committee may wish to focus its attention at this meeting,
but the list is certainly not exhaustive. Relevant "Excerpts from the Report of the
Seventeenth Session of the FAO Conference" are attached to the working document for ready
reference. Copies of the basic report to Conference C 73/4 have also been made available
to the Committee.

The Committee also has in front of it two progress reports, on International
Agricultural Adjustment and on Human Environment. In both cases, the discussion will
4ve the Committee an opportunity to provide guidance to the Secretariat for the further
evolution of work under way.

Finally the Committee will review its own terms of reference and methods of work.
As many of you will recall, the Committee was rather introspective on these matters at
the conclusion of its first Session. When this item is taken up again at the end of
this Session, the Committee will have more experience to guide its review. This session

the ConAittee will have more time for thJ consideration of its main Lenda items, and for

th C 1. iment of its distinctive ap-oro2.cla.

This would not seem to lie in purely descriptive statements. The joint task of

doi,q-;ates and FAO staff in this Committee surely is to elucidate progressively the basis
for development action in selected fields, which is a reasoned response to a complex of

technical, economic, social and inctitutional factors, in the light of governmental

objectives. This elucidation is valid both for national and international action. It

calls for a substantive dialogue among technicians of various disciplines, leading
ultimatoly to the shaping of integrated FAO programmes, apt to provide the most
effective possible support, stimulus or guidance for national development action.



Before concluding, Mr. Chairman, I have to refer to a housekeeping matter. It will
not have escaped the delegates° attention that on the whole the docuvivItation for this
session has been late. I cannot explain away this ragrettable faot, :711d the Secretariat

regrets any inconvenience that may have been caused to the delega'Gion. I should only
like to say that, aside from the normal constraints )n translation a(T processing capacity,
as well as the serious mail disruption in Italy, the delay reflects the complications
inherent in organizing an inter-disciplinary and inter-departmental meeting of this nature,
complications which we have not yet fully overcome, despite the fact that preparations
were begun in good time. I am confident that with additional experience we shall be able
to improve in this matter of documentation.

Mr. Chairman, may I conclude by emphasizing the importance which the Director-
General attaches to the work of this Committee, and on his behalf, .sh ypu a successful
Session.
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APPENDIX E

SUMMARY OF SECRETARIAT REPORTS ON ACTION SINCE THE FIRST SESS ON

Seed industry Development Programme 1/

The Committee was informed that this programme has been operational since
September 1973. To date 42 member nations and 3 international organizatione 'nave
expressed the desire to cooperate. To strengthen FAO's seed activities, one senior
post had been transferred to the Seed Unit, and one associate expert financed by SIDA
had been assigned. An expert consultation on seed industry development had been held
in late 1972 to prepare organizational guidelines for the programme; in October 1973
an International Seed Symposium had been organized in Vienna to elaborate technical
guidelines for the programme.

A seed status review of 79 developing countries had been published in December
1973. Seed programme preparation missions had been performed in Cameroon, Sri Lanka
and Ecuador, to prepare recommendations for National Seed Programmes including drafts
of seed project requests; from May to July 3.974 similar missions would be fielded to
Guinea, Mali and Upper Volta. The first informal meeting of representatives of
cooperating governments and agencies to disouss assistance for seed industry develop-
ment is planned to take place in Rome during this summer. One expert consultation on
seed programme management will be held in Vienna during November 1974. A seed training
course for 12 particiPants will be organized with financial assistance of SIDA in
Kenya during June/August 1974, and a workshop on seed testing in the tropics is planned
to be held in the Philippines during 1975 with possible financial support from NORAD.
A request for a training centre on seed technology for the Latin American region is
being circulated to potential donors. Several basic publications have been prepared to
assist FAO's field and training programmes which will be printed during 1974/75.

The Committee noted with satisfaction FAO's efforts to assist developing countries
in establishing efficient and compreheneive seed industries and expressed their hope
that it will be possible to secure the financial support to execute the programme
effectively.

Food and Nutrition Policies in National Development Plans 1/

4. The Committee was informed of the important changes that had been effected in th
organization of the Food Policy and Nutrition Division, including the setting up of a
Food Policy and Strategy Development Service to integrate food and nutrition policies
into FAO aetivitiee as a whole and into national development plans. Seminars had been
organized in each of the four regions to increase the awareness of planners of the
importance of this activity and to provide appropriate training. Activities in this
area were already under way in some developing countries and additional requests for
assietance were being received. Efforts were being made within FAO to ensure that
nutritional objectives were included in the varioue activities of the Organization,
particularly within the Economic and Social Policy Department and through the Develop-
ment Department and the Agricultural Operations Division in the field activities.
Cooperation with other U.N. and national organizations and bilateral programmes had
been intensified and increased use was being made of the PAG and the FAO/WHO Expert
Committee on Nutrition for the promotion of national food and nutrition policies. In
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the area of food consumption surveys, assistance was being given to a number of countries,
including Peru, Brazil and,Nepal.

The Committee expressed satisfaction with the approach and strategy developed in
the Food Policy and Nutrition Division in the search for a concrete solution to mal-
nutrition, and expressed the hope that due consideration will be given to this approach
in the World Food Conference.

Development of Research 1/

The Committee noted that a series of regional seminars were being organized by
FAO in 1974/75 to define research priorities and develop research programmes at national
and inter-country level. This was subsequent to a consideration of the question at the
1973 Regional Conferences. With regard to the creation of better information base for
research, the Committee noted that the pilot phase of CARIS had been completed for
West Africa, and that a register of FAO's own research-related regular and field
programme activities had been completed. Note was taken of the emphasis given by the
International Research Centres to technologies appropriate for adoption by small
farmers and the needs of disadvantaged areas, to which FAO's.genetic resources
programme was expected to make a significant contribution. Efforts were being made to
strengthen national research programmes and develop complementarity with international
and regional centres, including the creation of further regional and commodity research
networks, an FAO/UNDP sponsored meeting on research cooperation between Directors of
International Centres, Senior Agricultural Advisers, project staff and national
representatives, and a series of FAO regional ecological zone research seminars. Direct
assistance in research organization and management to developing countries,including
short-term advice, continued to be given, and a manual on resource allocation in
research was about to be published. The Committee was informed that FAO, UNDP and IBRD
were considering means by which the adoption of research results might be accelerated,
and noted that the subject of research would be a main theme for the 1975 Session of the
FAO Conference, at which time detailed documents on the above matters would be presented,
and the future prospects for development anticipated from promising new research would
be reviewed.

World Food Conference ProLress Re so

The Committee was informed of the progress of the preparations for the World Food
Conference documentation under way in FAO in cooperation with other international
organizations. It noted that although the Preparatory Committee of the World Food
Conference (New York, 11-15 February 1974) had not yet finally agreed onthe Provisional
Agenda of the World Food Conference, the Secretary-General of the WFC was authorized at
the First Session to prepare documentation on the basis of the agenda and its annotations,
taking into account the comments made by the delegates at the First Session. The
Committee was informed that the second Session of the Preparatory Committee was scheduled
to be held in Geneva from 4 to 8 June 1974, to be followed by the Third Session in Rome
in September 1974. The World Food Conference itself will be held from 5-15 November
1974 in Rome.

Being the primary international agency concerned, FAO's role and responsibility
in the preparations for the World Food Conference was fully recognized. A Task Force
had been set up within FAO for initiating and coordinating FAO's substantive contri-
bution to the preparations for the World Food Conference. The Committee also noted
that two mainstream documents, one on Assessment and the other on National and International

11 Item 7(o) of COAG Agenda for the First Session
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Action, were planned to be submitted to the World Food Conference and the Preparatory
Committee. Arrangements for assimilating contributions from different international
organizations in these two main documents had been agreed at the First Session of the
InterAgency Meeting held in Rome in February 1974.

9. The Committee noted that in accordance with the decision taken at the First
Session of the Preparatory Committee, a Preliminary Assessment document reviewing the
present and future food situation would be submitted to the Second Session of the
Preparatory Committee in June. For this purpose, the future food demand was projected
taking into account more recent basic data on population and revised assumptions on
income. The Committee was informed that the Preliminary Assessment document, including
demand projections, would be reviewed and finalized for submission at the Third Session
of the Preparatory Committee. Further, while only broad lines of possible policy
directions were indicated in the Preliminary Assessment document, it was proposed to
amplify the action proposals in the document on National and International Action for
consideration by the Third Session of the Preparatory Committee and the World Food
Conference. Action proposals, proposed to be put at the Conference for consideration
and adoption by governments, would include measures to increase food production and
consumption, particularly in developing countries as well as further action to achieve
the objectives of world food security including stockholding policies, longterm food
aid policy, emergency food resources, etc. In preparing its contributions to WFC on
strategy and measures to increase food production, the FAO secretariat will fully take
into account certain priorities in agricultural development that have been highlighted
by the deliberations of the Agriculture Committee.






